
5 Step process that  
requires you to:

Stop, step back and think

?

1
Identify the Hazard(s) ?2
Assess the level of Risk

?

3
Control the Hazard(s)

?

4
Proceed Safely

?

5
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When should you do a Take 5?
	 Before the commencement of any task 

		When establishing if a job is safe to   
 perform or will require approval from  
 your supervisor

			During the task when there is a change 
in work or environmental conditions

 Each person SHOULD complete the steps  
 in their own Take 5 book
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Steps to 
Safety

?

?

?

?

?

Stop, step back  
and think

Identify the  
Hazard(s)

Assess the  
level of Risk

Control the  
Hazard(s)

Proceed 
Safely



Filling in the Take 5  
Checklist
		the job reference 

			the date

		the location

		the time

			and give a brief description of the  
task to be performed

YES NO

Date:Job Reference:

Location: Task:

Time:Time: am  / pm

Do I understand what I need to do?

Do I need a SWMS for any 'High Risk 
Construction Work'?

Do I need any permits (e.g. hot 
work/confined space/dig)?

Do I have the correct PPE in good 
condition for the task?

Do I have the suitable tools and 
equipment for the task?

Do I have my vehicle parked 
appropriately?

Am I trained, competent, licensed 
and fit to perform this task?

YES NO

Manual Handling (e.g. Lifting, awkward positions, impacts, over-exertion)

Gravity (e.g. Slips, trips and falls and struck by falling objects)

Mechanical (e.g. Caught in moving parts, struck by plant or flying objects)

Electrical (e.g. Electrocution from faulty tools or working close to live power)

Chemical (e.g. Inhaling, swallowing or touching acid, solvents or asbestos)

Pressure (e.g. Contact with highly pressurised fluid/gas or air)

Noise (e.g. Hearing damage, masking of emergency alarms)

Biological (e.g. Contracting diseases e.g. Hepatitis and Legionnaires)

Radiation (e.g. Exposure to radiation such as x-rays, sunlight or ultra-violet)

Psychological (e.g. Stress, violence, fatigue, depression)

Heat and Cold (e.g. Working with hot or cold objects or exposure to environment)

Assess the level of risk3
Risk(s) worked out? YES NOSWMS completed YES NO

Proceed safely5
Safe to proceed

Control the hazards4

Stop, step back and think1 YES NO Identify the hazard(s)2 If you tick a bold square, turn over
and complete the SWMS form

YES NO

Date:Job Reference:

Location: Task:

Time:Time: am  / pm

Do I understand what I need to do?

Do I need a SWMS for any 'High Risk 
Construction Work'?

Do I need any permits (e.g. hot 
work/confined space/dig)?

Do I have the correct PPE in good 
condition for the task?

Do I have the suitable tools and 
equipment for the task?

Do I have my vehicle parked 
appropriately?

Am I trained, competent, licensed 
and fit to perform this task?

YES NO

Manual Handling (e.g. Lifting, awkward positions, impacts, over-exertion)

Gravity (e.g. Slips, trips and falls and struck by falling objects)

Mechanical (e.g. Caught in moving parts, struck by plant or flying objects)

Electrical (e.g. Electrocution from faulty tools or working close to live power)

Chemical (e.g. Inhaling, swallowing or touching acid, solvents or asbestos)

Pressure (e.g. Contact with highly pressurised fluid/gas or air)

Noise (e.g. Hearing damage, masking of emergency alarms)

Biological (e.g. Contracting diseases e.g. Hepatitis and Legionnaires)

Radiation (e.g. Exposure to radiation such as x-rays, sunlight or ultra-violet)

Psychological (e.g. Stress, violence, fatigue, depression)

Heat and Cold (e.g. Working with hot or cold objects or exposure to environment)

Assess the level of risk3
Risk(s) worked out? YES NOSWMS completed YES NO

Proceed safely5
Safe to proceed

Control the hazards4

Stop, step back and think1 YES NO Identify the hazard(s)2 If you tick a bold square, turn over
and complete the SWMS form

YES NO

Date:Job Reference:

Location: Task:

Time:Time: am  / pm

Do I understand what I need to do?

Do I need a SWMS for any 'High Risk 
Construction Work'?

Do I need any permits (e.g. hot 
work/confined space/dig)?

Do I have the correct PPE in good 
condition for the task?

Do I have the suitable tools and 
equipment for the task?

Do I have my vehicle parked 
appropriately?

Am I trained, competent, licensed 
and fit to perform this task?

YES NO

Manual Handling (e.g. Lifting, awkward positions, impacts, over-exertion)

Gravity (e.g. Slips, trips and falls and struck by falling objects)

Mechanical (e.g. Caught in moving parts, struck by plant or flying objects)

Electrical (e.g. Electrocution from faulty tools or working close to live power)

Chemical (e.g. Inhaling, swallowing or touching acid, solvents or asbestos)

Pressure (e.g. Contact with highly pressurised fluid/gas or air)

Noise (e.g. Hearing damage, masking of emergency alarms)

Biological (e.g. Contracting diseases e.g. Hepatitis and Legionnaires)

Radiation (e.g. Exposure to radiation such as x-rays, sunlight or ultra-violet)

Psychological (e.g. Stress, violence, fatigue, depression)

Heat and Cold (e.g. Working with hot or cold objects or exposure to environment)

Assess the level of risk3
Risk(s) worked out? YES NOSWMS completed YES NO

Proceed safely5
Safe to proceed

Control the hazards4

Stop, step back and think1 YES NO Identify the hazard(s)2 If you tick a bold square, turn over
and complete the SWMS form

YES NO

Date:Job Reference:

Location: Task:

Time:Time: am  / pm

Do I understand what I need to do?

Do I need a SWMS for any 'High Risk 
Construction Work'?

Do I need any permits (e.g. hot 
work/confined space/dig)?

Do I have the correct PPE in good 
condition for the task?

Do I have the suitable tools and 
equipment for the task?

Do I have my vehicle parked 
appropriately?

Am I trained, competent, licensed 
and fit to perform this task?

YES NO

Manual Handling (e.g. Lifting, awkward positions, impacts, over-exertion)

Gravity (e.g. Slips, trips and falls and struck by falling objects)

Mechanical (e.g. Caught in moving parts, struck by plant or flying objects)

Electrical (e.g. Electrocution from faulty tools or working close to live power)

Chemical (e.g. Inhaling, swallowing or touching acid, solvents or asbestos)

Pressure (e.g. Contact with highly pressurised fluid/gas or air)

Noise (e.g. Hearing damage, masking of emergency alarms)

Biological (e.g. Contracting diseases e.g. Hepatitis and Legionnaires)

Radiation (e.g. Exposure to radiation such as x-rays, sunlight or ultra-violet)

Psychological (e.g. Stress, violence, fatigue, depression)

Heat and Cold (e.g. Working with hot or cold objects or exposure to environment)

Assess the level of risk3
Risk(s) worked out? YES NOSWMS completed YES NO

Proceed safely5
Safe to proceed

Control the hazards4

Stop, step back and think1 YES NO Identify the hazard(s)2 If you tick a bold square, turn over
and complete the SWMS form

YES NO
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Do I need a SWMS for any 'High Risk 
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Do I need any permits (e.g. hot 
work/confined space/dig)?

Do I have the correct PPE in good 
condition for the task?

Do I have the suitable tools and 
equipment for the task?

Do I have my vehicle parked 
appropriately?

Am I trained, competent, licensed 
and fit to perform this task?

YES NO

Manual Handling (e.g. Lifting, awkward positions, impacts, over-exertion)

Gravity (e.g. Slips, trips and falls and struck by falling objects)

Mechanical (e.g. Caught in moving parts, struck by plant or flying objects)

Electrical (e.g. Electrocution from faulty tools or working close to live power)

Chemical (e.g. Inhaling, swallowing or touching acid, solvents or asbestos)

Pressure (e.g. Contact with highly pressurised fluid/gas or air)

Noise (e.g. Hearing damage, masking of emergency alarms)

Biological (e.g. Contracting diseases e.g. Hepatitis and Legionnaires)

Radiation (e.g. Exposure to radiation such as x-rays, sunlight or ultra-violet)

Psychological (e.g. Stress, violence, fatigue, depression)

Heat and Cold (e.g. Working with hot or cold objects or exposure to environment)

Assess the level of risk3
Risk(s) worked out? YES NOSWMS completed YES NO

Proceed safely5
Safe to proceed

Control the hazards4

Stop, step back and think1 YES NO Identify the hazard(s)2 If you tick a bold square, turn over
and complete the SWMS form

YES NO
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Do I need a SWMS for any 'High Risk 
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Do I have the correct PPE in good 
condition for the task?

Do I have the suitable tools and 
equipment for the task?

Do I have my vehicle parked 
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Am I trained, competent, licensed 
and fit to perform this task?
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Manual Handling (e.g. Lifting, awkward positions, impacts, over-exertion)

Gravity (e.g. Slips, trips and falls and struck by falling objects)

Mechanical (e.g. Caught in moving parts, struck by plant or flying objects)

Electrical (e.g. Electrocution from faulty tools or working close to live power)
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Heat and Cold (e.g. Working with hot or cold objects or exposure to environment)
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Risk(s) worked out? YES NOSWMS completed YES NO
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Safe to proceed
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and complete the SWMS form

YES NO
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Proceed safely5
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Control the hazards4
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Steps to 
Safety

?

?

?

?

?

Stop, step back  
and think

Identify the  
Hazard(s)

Assess the  
level of Risk

Control the  
Hazard(s)

Proceed 
Safely



Stop, step back and think  
through the task
These questions help identify: 

		any relevant permits

		procedures 

			training that must be in place or complied 
with before commencing the task.

YES NO

Date:Job Reference:

Location: Task:

Time:Time: am  / pm

Do I understand what I need to do?

Do I need a SWMS for any 'High Risk 
Construction Work'?

Do I need any permits (e.g. hot 
work/confined space/dig)?

Do I have the correct PPE in good 
condition for the task?

Do I have the suitable tools and 
equipment for the task?

Do I have my vehicle parked 
appropriately?

Am I trained, competent, licensed 
and fit to perform this task?

YES NO

Manual Handling (e.g. Lifting, awkward positions, impacts, over-exertion)

Gravity (e.g. Slips, trips and falls and struck by falling objects)

Mechanical (e.g. Caught in moving parts, struck by plant or flying objects)

Electrical (e.g. Electrocution from faulty tools or working close to live power)

Chemical (e.g. Inhaling, swallowing or touching acid, solvents or asbestos)

Pressure (e.g. Contact with highly pressurised fluid/gas or air)

Noise (e.g. Hearing damage, masking of emergency alarms)

Biological (e.g. Contracting diseases e.g. Hepatitis and Legionnaires)

Radiation (e.g. Exposure to radiation such as x-rays, sunlight or ultra-violet)

Psychological (e.g. Stress, violence, fatigue, depression)

Heat and Cold (e.g. Working with hot or cold objects or exposure to environment)

Assess the level of risk3
Risk(s) worked out? YES NOSWMS completed YES NO

Proceed safely5
Safe to proceed

Control the hazards4

Stop, step back and think1 YES NO Identify the hazard(s)2 If you tick a bold square, turn over
and complete the SWMS form

YES NO

Date:Job Reference:

Location: Task:

Time:Time: am  / pm

Do I understand what I need to do?

Do I need a SWMS for any 'High Risk 
Construction Work'?

Do I need any permits (e.g. hot 
work/confined space/dig)?

Do I have the correct PPE in good 
condition for the task?

Do I have the suitable tools and 
equipment for the task?

Do I have my vehicle parked 
appropriately?

Am I trained, competent, licensed 
and fit to perform this task?

YES NO

Manual Handling (e.g. Lifting, awkward positions, impacts, over-exertion)

Gravity (e.g. Slips, trips and falls and struck by falling objects)

Mechanical (e.g. Caught in moving parts, struck by plant or flying objects)

Electrical (e.g. Electrocution from faulty tools or working close to live power)

Chemical (e.g. Inhaling, swallowing or touching acid, solvents or asbestos)

Pressure (e.g. Contact with highly pressurised fluid/gas or air)

Noise (e.g. Hearing damage, masking of emergency alarms)

Biological (e.g. Contracting diseases e.g. Hepatitis and Legionnaires)

Radiation (e.g. Exposure to radiation such as x-rays, sunlight or ultra-violet)

Psychological (e.g. Stress, violence, fatigue, depression)

Heat and Cold (e.g. Working with hot or cold objects or exposure to environment)

Assess the level of risk3
Risk(s) worked out? YES NOSWMS completed YES NO

Proceed safely5
Safe to proceed

Control the hazards4

Stop, step back and think1 YES NO Identify the hazard(s)2 If you tick a bold square, turn over
and complete the SWMS form

YES NO

Date:Job Reference:

Location: Task:

Time:Time: am  / pm

Do I understand what I need to do?

Do I need a SWMS for any 'High Risk 
Construction Work'?

Do I need any permits (e.g. hot 
work/confined space/dig)?

Do I have the correct PPE in good 
condition for the task?

Do I have the suitable tools and 
equipment for the task?

Do I have my vehicle parked 
appropriately?

Am I trained, competent, licensed 
and fit to perform this task?

YES NO

Manual Handling (e.g. Lifting, awkward positions, impacts, over-exertion)

Gravity (e.g. Slips, trips and falls and struck by falling objects)

Mechanical (e.g. Caught in moving parts, struck by plant or flying objects)

Electrical (e.g. Electrocution from faulty tools or working close to live power)

Chemical (e.g. Inhaling, swallowing or touching acid, solvents or asbestos)

Pressure (e.g. Contact with highly pressurised fluid/gas or air)

Noise (e.g. Hearing damage, masking of emergency alarms)

Biological (e.g. Contracting diseases e.g. Hepatitis and Legionnaires)

Radiation (e.g. Exposure to radiation such as x-rays, sunlight or ultra-violet)

Psychological (e.g. Stress, violence, fatigue, depression)

Heat and Cold (e.g. Working with hot or cold objects or exposure to environment)

Assess the level of risk3
Risk(s) worked out? YES NOSWMS completed YES NO

Proceed safely5
Safe to proceed

Control the hazards4

Stop, step back and think1 YES NO Identify the hazard(s)2 If you tick a bold square, turn over
and complete the SWMS form

YES NO

Date:Job Reference:

Location: Task:

Time:Time: am  / pm

Do I understand what I need to do?

Do I need a SWMS for any 'High Risk 
Construction Work'?

Do I need any permits (e.g. hot 
work/confined space/dig)?

Do I have the correct PPE in good 
condition for the task?

Do I have the suitable tools and 
equipment for the task?

Do I have my vehicle parked 
appropriately?

Am I trained, competent, licensed 
and fit to perform this task?

YES NO

Manual Handling (e.g. Lifting, awkward positions, impacts, over-exertion)

Gravity (e.g. Slips, trips and falls and struck by falling objects)

Mechanical (e.g. Caught in moving parts, struck by plant or flying objects)

Electrical (e.g. Electrocution from faulty tools or working close to live power)

Chemical (e.g. Inhaling, swallowing or touching acid, solvents or asbestos)

Pressure (e.g. Contact with highly pressurised fluid/gas or air)

Noise (e.g. Hearing damage, masking of emergency alarms)

Biological (e.g. Contracting diseases e.g. Hepatitis and Legionnaires)

Radiation (e.g. Exposure to radiation such as x-rays, sunlight or ultra-violet)

Psychological (e.g. Stress, violence, fatigue, depression)

Heat and Cold (e.g. Working with hot or cold objects or exposure to environment)

Assess the level of risk3
Risk(s) worked out? YES NOSWMS completed YES NO

Proceed safely5
Safe to proceed

Control the hazards4

Stop, step back and think1 YES NO Identify the hazard(s)2 If you tick a bold square, turn over
and complete the SWMS form

YES NO

Date:Job Reference:

Location: Task:

Time:Time: am  / pm

Do I understand what I need to do?

Do I need a SWMS for any 'High Risk 
Construction Work'?

Do I need any permits (e.g. hot 
work/confined space/dig)?

Do I have the correct PPE in good 
condition for the task?

Do I have the suitable tools and 
equipment for the task?

Do I have my vehicle parked 
appropriately?

Am I trained, competent, licensed 
and fit to perform this task?

YES NO

Manual Handling (e.g. Lifting, awkward positions, impacts, over-exertion)

Gravity (e.g. Slips, trips and falls and struck by falling objects)

Mechanical (e.g. Caught in moving parts, struck by plant or flying objects)

Electrical (e.g. Electrocution from faulty tools or working close to live power)

Chemical (e.g. Inhaling, swallowing or touching acid, solvents or asbestos)

Pressure (e.g. Contact with highly pressurised fluid/gas or air)

Noise (e.g. Hearing damage, masking of emergency alarms)

Biological (e.g. Contracting diseases e.g. Hepatitis and Legionnaires)

Radiation (e.g. Exposure to radiation such as x-rays, sunlight or ultra-violet)

Psychological (e.g. Stress, violence, fatigue, depression)

Heat and Cold (e.g. Working with hot or cold objects or exposure to environment)

Assess the level of risk3
Risk(s) worked out? YES NOSWMS completed YES NO

Proceed safely5
Safe to proceed

Control the hazards4

Stop, step back and think1 YES NO Identify the hazard(s)2 If you tick a bold square, turn over
and complete the SWMS form

YES NO

Date:Job Reference:

Location: Task:

Time:Time: am  / pm

Do I understand what I need to do?

Do I need a SWMS for any 'High Risk 
Construction Work'?

Do I need any permits (e.g. hot 
work/confined space/dig)?

Do I have the correct PPE in good 
condition for the task?

Do I have the suitable tools and 
equipment for the task?

Do I have my vehicle parked 
appropriately?

Am I trained, competent, licensed 
and fit to perform this task?

YES NO

Manual Handling (e.g. Lifting, awkward positions, impacts, over-exertion)

Gravity (e.g. Slips, trips and falls and struck by falling objects)

Mechanical (e.g. Caught in moving parts, struck by plant or flying objects)

Electrical (e.g. Electrocution from faulty tools or working close to live power)

Chemical (e.g. Inhaling, swallowing or touching acid, solvents or asbestos)

Pressure (e.g. Contact with highly pressurised fluid/gas or air)
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Contact your supervisor if you ticked a bold box. Do not 
proceed with the task until the question has been addressed.

Printed safety solutions

All-in-one safety  
solutions by UniPrint

ADDRESS  PO.BOX 2463 Mount Waverley VIC 3149   PHONE  03 9882 4905   EMAIL sales@uniprint.com.au 

See our full range of safety products  www.uniprint.com.au   

FREE ONLINE TRAINING AVAILABLE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION WITH UNLIMITED USE

Steps to 
Safety

?

?

?

Stop, step back  
and think

?
Identify the  
Hazard(s)

?

Assess the  
level of Risk

Control the  
Hazard(s)

Proceed 
Safely



Identifying the hazards

All-in-one safety  
solutions by UniPrint

This step involves spotting any potential 
hazards in the work area.

Consider: 

			not only your planned task and 
immediate environment 

			everything around you that could 
affect you and those

If you tick a bold square, turn over and complete  
the SWMS form.
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Printed safety solutions

ADDRESS  PO.BOX 2463 Mount Waverley VIC 3149   PHONE  03 9882 4905   EMAIL sales@uniprint.com.au 

See our full range of safety products  www.uniprint.com.au   

FREE ONLINE TRAINING AVAILABLE FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION WITH UNLIMITED USE
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